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I .OO INTRODUCIION

This section covers the identification, use, Ioca-
tion, fasteners, installation, and maintenance of the
111^4, 98AA, 106CA, 1164, and 117,4 fuseless pro-
tectors and associated mountings and brackets. ft also
includes information on the conversion of the 98A
and 106C fused protectors to fuseless operation,

2.OO GENERAT

2.O4 Insulated building attachments and tubes are
not required for electrical protection and

should not be used on new drop or block wire installa-
tions where fuseless protectors (or fused when sub-
stituted) are installed. Insulated drop or block wire
attachments that are in place should be re-used.

2.OS Fuseless protectors may be used on battery
and ringing feeders of key telephone systems,

wiring plans, etc. Flowever, where required to run
more than one drop or block wire to furnish battery
for a system, it will be necessary to use the fused-typl
protector in place of the fuseless type. A maximum of
three drop or block wires furnishing battery for a
system may be terminated on one fused protector and
should be bridged on the line side of the protector.

2.06 Sneak current fuses (60 type) are not required
in connection with protectors associated with

re_sidence systems, wiring plans, or key equipment.
They shall, however, be provided on siecial service
and leased lines when specified on the service order
or by other local instruction

2.Og Fuse shields are not required when fuseless
protectors are installed in customer-provided

protector cabinets.

2.O7 PBX protection is covered in the B series of
. Bell System Practices governing such protec_

tion.

2.Og Special protection arrangements for station
sets located in explosive atmospheres or auto_

trailers is specified in the C sections of gett System
Practices governing such installations.

2.Ol Service orders or local instructions will specily
when station protection is required. Ilowever,

when circuits not otherwise requiring protection are
extended from a terminal into areas where the drop
wire may possibly come in contact with power wiring
in excess of 300 volts, protection (fuseless) is required
at the station fed by the exposed drop wire. An
example of this would be a drop wire fed from a ter-
minal in an unexposed area to an out of block station
on the opposite side of a street. In order to prevent
exposing the entire cable, protection is also required
at the cable terminal. Fuseless station protectors may
also be used at the cable terminal. Use the 1305A
protector for one or two installations and the 116,4'
protector where more than two installations are
expected.

2.O2 The fuseless protectors described in this sec-
tion are to be used when station protection is

required in areas served by grounded metal sheath
cable (lead, alpeth, stalpeth, etc). Fused protectors
may be used as a substitute for fuseless protectors in
all cases in which fuseless protection is specified.
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TABTE C

Conversion of 98A Proleclor*

Using o l20A Adopter dnd Two 2llA Connectors Using Two l2 lA Adoprers qnd Two 213A Conneclors

l. Disconnect line antl station wires. 1. Remove cao and Nos. 26 and 27 orotector blocks.

2. Remove cap and Nos. 26 arrd 27 protector blocks. 2. fnsert the 121A adapters all the way into the protector
well with fat side against the ground electrode.

3. fnsert l20A adapter over ground electrode.

Press adapter all the way down.

3. Check for ground on all binding post terminals. (See
note 1,)

4. Check for ground on all binding post terminals. (See
note l.)

4. Remove adapters.

5. Replace Nos. 26 and,27 protector blocks,

Make certain that they are properly seated on the face
of the adapter.

5. Assemble a No. 26 and a No. 27 orotector block in
each adapter.

6. Check for grounds. (See note 1,) 6. Install assemblies in protector well.

7. Remove l lC fuses. 7. Check for grounds. (See note l .)

8. Place 2l1A connectors under the bottom binding post
nuts.

Tighten binding post nuts securely. (See note 2.)

8. Loosen both nuts on llC fuses.

9. Reconnect line and station wires. 9. Insert 213A connector over each fuse with bent down
ends inside fuse clips. (See note 3.)

10. Tighten nuts on fuses.

Notes

f. f! an adapter does not provide solid ground with the carbon blocks removed or if ground exists when the carbon
blocks are in place, discard adapter and replace with one that will meet requirements, If the requirements cannot
be met on the secoTd attempt, do not try to convert the protector. Do not qllempt to bend or odiust qdqpter
lqbs or prolector block springs.

2. Terminal clips may be removed. A binding post washer (P-234967) should be placed under the bottom nut, and the
211A connector placed between the washer and the bottom binding post nut when clips are removed.

3. In cases where fuses have shrunk slightly, one or both connector ends may be placed outside fuse clips. Some
lgryi"g o-f the connector might be encountered with short fuses. This condition is not considered objeitionable.
If desir-ed, a bow may be placed prior to installation. With 2l3A connectors, the fuses only provide-a physical
means for securing the connectors in place, and defective fuses may be used for this purpose.

* Where a protector cannot be converted because it will not meet the requirements in Table C, a linen tag shall be left
at the protector. Indicate on the tag why protector could not be converted.
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